Newark Public Library and the Friends of the James Brown African American Room Present:

**The Power of Black Hair 3.0:**
Why Are People So Afraid of Naturally Textured Black Hair? And why The CROWN* Act is so Important

(*Create a Respectful and Open Workplace for Natural Hair Act)

**Wednesday March 24, 2021 • 6-7:45pm**
Tune in on Zoom and Facebook Live

**Featuring natural care hair experts:**
- Mr. Troy E. Harrison, owner of Afrakuts
- Gillian Scott-Ward, PhD, Visionary of the documentary, Back to Natural
- Jane Carter, creator of Distinctly Diverse, LLC
- Diane Bailey, CEO, EMERGE: Natural Beauty Industry Alliance

[https://tinyurl.com/k93phkxr](https://tinyurl.com/k93phkxr)